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Introduction 
The investigation of o-porous sets was started in 1967 by Dolienko. He proved 
that certain exceptional sets in the theory of the cluster sets are a-porous and 
observed that the class of o-porous sets (in a Euclidean space) is a proper subclass 
of the class of measure-zero first category sets. Now there exist several articles which 
investigate structural properties of the a-ideal of a-porous sets (cf. the survey article 
[71h 
The main result of the present paper says, roughly speaking, the following: Even 
if cr-porous sets are neglected, for each countable ordinal number Q there exist 
Bore1 sets which are not of the class a. This result shows a further difference between 
the o-ideal of measure-zero first category sets and the o-ideal of o-porous sets. It 
answers a question mentioned by WilczyAski [6]. The proof of the main result is 
based on the simple observation that the (slightly modified) Lebesgue method of 
“universal functions” works also in our case, if we have at our disposal a “well- 
parametrized” uncountable family of pairwise disjoint non-a-porous sets. Our 
construction (see Proposition 2.1) of such family was obtained by a slight 
modification of a Foran’s construction from [2]. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let E c R be a set, and let I be an interval. Then we denote by h(E, I) the length 
of the largest open subinterval of I which does not intersect E. The porosity of E 
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at XE R is defined as 
p(E,x)=limsuph-‘A(E,(x-h,x+h)). 
h-O+ 
We say that E is porous at x if p( E, x) > 0. The set E is said to be porous, if it is 
porous at each of its points and u-porous, if it is a countable union of porous sets. 
In the following we shall say that E is V-porous at x if p( E, x) > fi. The following 
lemma is obvious. 
Lemma 1.1. Let E c R, x E R and a natural number p be given such that for each 
natural number k>p each point of the form x+ 10mk or x- 10ek belongs to E. Then 
E is not V-porous at x. 
The notions of V-porous and a-V-porous sets are defined in the obvious way. 
the following lemma is a special case of [7, Propositon 2.151. 
Lemma 1.2. A set E c R is IT- V-porous if it is u-porous. 
The following concept comes from [7, Definition 4.21. (Note that the present 
notion of the V-porosity is only a special case of the very general notion of the 
V-porosity from [7].) 
Definition 1.3. We say that 9~ exp R is a non-a-V-porosity family if the following 
conditions hold: 
(a) 9 is a nonempty family of nonempty closed sets, 
(b) for each FE 9 and each open set G c R with F n G # 0, there exists F” E S 
such that 0# F*n Gc F n G and F n G is V-porous at no point of F*n G. 
We shall need the following lemma which is a special case of [7, Lemma 4.31. 
Lemma 1.4. Let 9 be a non-a-V-porosity family. Then no set from 9 is u-V-porous. 
Definition 1.5. Let XE (0, 1). As usual, we write x = O,a,az. . . if x =x2, a,lOP’. The 
uniqueness of the expansion is obtained using terminating O’s whenever x has two 
expansions. Let a E (0, 1,. . . ,9} be a digit. The density and the upper density of a 
in the expansion of x are defined as 
d(a, x) = lim 
#{k: 1 C k6 n, ak(x) = a} 
, n-z.2 n 
6( a, x) = lim sup 
#{k: 1 Sk< n, ak(x) = a} 
II-.%x n 
The following easy fact is well known. 
Lemma 1.6. 73efunction XH 6( a, x) is a Bore! measurablefirnction on (0, 1). 
Finally we shall formulate a well-known lemma which is due to Lebesgue. It can 
be easily deduced, e.g. from a similar proposition which is proved in [3]. 
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Lemma 1.7. Let a be a countable ordinal number and let B, be the system of all Bore1 
subsets of (0, 1) of additive class LX. Then there exists a sujective (“universal”) mapping 
U: (0, 1)~ B, such that the set U*:= {(x, y): y E U(x)} is a Bore1 subset of (0, l)*. 
2. An uncountable family of pairwise disjoint non-u-porous sets 
The existence of such family was proved by Tkadlec [5]. Reclaw [4] proved that 
there exists such a family of cardinality of the continuum. Foran [2] constructed a 
non-a-porous set using expansions (slightly more complicated than the decadic 
ones) of real numbers. A slight change of his construction gives the following quite 
explicit example. (The density d(a, x) is defined in Definition 1.5.) 
Proposition 2.1. Let a E { 1, . . . ,8}. Then, for an! O< d < 1, the set Ad := 
{x: d(a, x) = d} is a Bore1 non-a-porous set. 
Proof. It is well known and easy to prove that A, is a Bore1 set. By Lemma 1.2 it 
is sufficient to prove that Ad is non-a-V-porous. We shall consider the case a = 1 
only, since the other cases are quite similar. Fix O< d < 1. For a natural n and 
XE(O,l) put 
c(x,n)=#{k: n2~k~(n+1)*,a~(x)=1}. 
Let a natural number N, E > 0 and digits a,, . . . , a,~ E (0, 1, . . . ,9} be given. Then 
we define the set A( a,, . . . , a,$, E) as the set of all x E (0, 1) for which 
a,(x) = a,, . . . , a,$(x) = a,$, (1) 
and 
d-J;; 2n+l <d+&’ 
L< c(x, n) 
(2) 
whenever n 3 N. It is easy to prove that A(a,, . . . , a.\:, E) c Ad. Further, it is easy 
to see that each A(a,, . . . , a,+, E) is a closed set. In fact, if y E A(a,, . . . , a,$, E), 
then obviously c(y, n) > 0 whenever n > e2/dZ. Consequently our basic school arith- 
metical experience gives that if x, E A(a,, . . . , uN*, E) and x, +x, then 
(a,(~,,), $(x,), . . .)+(a,(~), a,(x), . . .)inthespace Ns.ThusxEA(a,, . . . , a$, E). 
Of course, A(a, ) . . . , a,+, E) can be empty, but under the condition 
N>max((l+e)Z/d2, .s’/(l-d)‘, l/~‘) (3) 
it is nonempty. In fact, (2) is equivalent to 
c(x, n) E ((d - e/&)(2n + l), (d + e/&)(2n + 1)) := 2, 
and it is easy to compute that (3) implies that I = (2,Zn + 1) and length(l) > 2 for 
n 3 N. We have also proved that (3) implies that 
c(x,n)>O whenevernzNandxEA(a,,...,a,2,~). (4) 
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Now let 9 denote the family of all sets of the form A(a,, . . . , q.,z, E) for which (3) 
holds. By Lemma 1.4 it is sufficient to prove that 9 is a non- V-u-porosity family. 
To this end suppose that F = A(a, , . . . , a+, E) E 9 and an open set G c R such 
that F n G Z 0 are given. Choose an arbitrary y E F n G and find a natural M so 
large that 
and 
M>N and M>4/s2, (5) 
F* := A(a, , . . . , (lNz, &F’+,(y), . . . , u&(y), ;E) C F n G. 
On account of (5) we have F* E 9. Thus it is sufficient to prove that F is V-porous 
at no point x E F*. To prove this, fix an arbitrary x E F* and consider an arbitrary 
natural k > (M + 1)‘. By Lemma 1.1 it is sufficient to prove that the points xl = 
x + 10-k and x; = x - 10mk belong to E Our basic school arithmetical experience 
gives that (4) implies that 
and 
Ic(x, n) - c(x:, n)l S 1 and Ic(x, n) - c(x;, n)l s 1 for each n, (6) 
a,(x) = a,(~:) = a,(~;) whenever there is a natural q 
suchthats<q’<(q+l)‘<k. (7) 
Conditions (6) and (7) easily imply that X:E F and X;E E In fact, the validity of 
(1) for xl and x; is obvious. Also (2) for xl and x; is obvious for N s n < M, 
since y E F and (7) implies that 
a,(y) = a,(~:) = a,(~;) for N2+ 1 s s s M2. 
Now choose M s n. We have 
d-E-L< 1 
2J;; 2n+l 
CbA-l~cwn) <cc(x,n)+l 
cd-+- e +- 
2n+l 2n+l 2n+l 2J;; 2n+1- 
These inequalities imply (2) for x :, since 1/(2n + 1) <c/(2&) by (3). The proof 
of (2) for xi is quite analogous. q 
3. Main result 
Theorem 3.1. Let (Y be a countable ordinal number. Then there exists a Bore1 set C c R 
such that for each Bore1 set B of additive class CY the symmetn’c diference B A C is not 
u-porous. 
Proof. For x E (0, 1) put D(x) = 6(1, x) (see Definition 1.5) if O< 6(1, x) < 1 and 
D(x) = f in the opposite case. Further put B(x) = U(D(x)) (see Lemma 1.7) and 
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define C := {x E (0,l): x E B(x)}. Lemma 1.6 implies that the mapping F: (0,l)‘~ 
(0, I)*, F(x, Y) = (Wx), Y), is Bore1 measurable. Consequently {(x, y): x E (0, l), 
y E B(x)} = F-‘( U*) is a Bore1 set and {(x, y): x E (0, l), y = x, y E B(x)} is Bore1 as 
well. This easily implies that C is a Bore1 set. Now suppose that there exists B of 
Bore1 additive class (Y such that CAB is a-porous. Since U is universal and we 
can suppose that B c (0, l), we obtain that B = U(d) for some d E (0, 1). We shall 
prove that 
Ad={x:d(l,x)=d}cCAB=CAU(d). (8) 
To this end, suppose that x E Ad is chosen. If x E C, then x+Z U(D(x)) = U(d) and 
if XE C, then x E U(D(x)) = U(d). Thus (8) is proved and Proposition 2.1 yields a 
contradiction. Cl 
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